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Hagerstown YMCA Roof Replacement Capital Request 
 

 
The current roof is leaking in numerous areas of the facility. Over the past few years, the leaks have 
gotten progressively worse. Numerous roof repairs have been attempted but have not been 

successful. The leaks have already required us to replace flooring in our locker rooms and office 
spaces. They have also caused damage to offices including the loss of files due to wetness and mold. 
We have had water running down interior walls including locker rooms, the electrical room, and 
bathrooms. The gymnasium and studio leaks are causing damage to the wood floors and creating 
dead spots and warping. Most of the area over our reception desk has begun leaking and is 
threatening the computer hardware. If not addressed, the leaks will continue to cause damage to the 
facility and ruin costly equipment and furnishings.  

 
The replacement of the roof is critical to the Y to continue to deliver on its mission to the community. 
The Y is a hub of activity every day and the demand on it is ever increasing. The Hagerstown Y is one 
of the only facilities that serves the population of the community along the generational lifespan. From 

babies to seniors, the Y provides programming to increase the overall health and well being of 
individuals through programs and services targeted to youth development, healthy living, and social 
responsibility. The Y serves over 8,000 members and over 20,000 program participants each year. In 

addition, the Y partners with numerous other organizations to deliver programs and services including 
Special Olympics, Washington County Public Schools, Maryland State Department of Education, 
Parkinson’s Support Group, local mental health and addiction recovery programs and many others  

 
 

          
Bubbling sections on roof                                        Previous repairs and bubbling 

           
Deteriorating roof seams                                                     Damage to interior walls from soaking of walls 
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Roof leaks into lighting fixtures 
 

          
Some samples of staining and deterioration of ceiling tiles from leaks (numerous locations are leaking) 
 

  
Leaking over the gymnasium wood floor        Leaks over costly technology  
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